(1.4) {(X, f ~z , f E E1 } is uniformly integrable, (1.5) Sn(X)/a(n) --~ 0 as n --~ oo, in probability. This result, which reduces the problem from one of the almost sure behavior to one of the in-probability behavior, let in doubt the question of a possible condition (regarding X and E, instead of Sn(X) and E) ensuring (1.3) or (1.5). Our goal here will be precisely of giving a such kind of condition. For, we introduce some useful notations :
Let ~Z(~) = e~ 2014 1, and we consider the usual Orlicz norm associated to ~ : given a probability (~, ,~, ~u), we set for any element f of L~s (~), ~~ f ~~~z,~ = inf {c > 0 : :
We refer the reader to [2] Using then the triangular inequality for the l2-norms, we also have,
Let M > 0, and we set 
